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Summary. We present an implementation of Simultaneous Localization and Map-
ping (SLAM) that uses infrared (IR) camera images collected at 10 Hz from a
Packbot robot. The Packbot has a number of challenging characteristics with regard
to vision based SLAM. The robot travels on tracks which causes the odometry to be
poor especially while turning. The IMU is of relatively low quality as well making
the drift in the motion prediction greater than on conventional robots. In addition,
the very low placement of the camera and its xed orientation looking forward is
not ideal for estimating motion from the images. Several novel ideas are tested here.
Harris corners are extracted from every 5th frame and used as image features for
our SLAM. Scale Invariant Feature Transform, SIFT , descriptors are formed from
each of these. These are used to match image features over these 5 frame intervals.
Lucas-Kanade tracking is done to nd corresponding pixels in the frames between
the SIFT frames. This allows a substantial computational savings over doing SIFT
matching every frame. The epipolar constraints between all matches that are im-
plied by the dead-reckoning are used to further test the matches and eliminate poor
features. Finally, the features are initialized on the map at once using an inverse
depth parameterization which eliminates the delay in initialization.
1 Introduction
3 The goal of much research over the last decade has been to give robots a
sense of location and direction comparable to that of humans. Humans have
very limited sense of their ego motion with eyes closed. With eyes opened one
can move with more condence. Judgements of distance and orientation are
greatly improved. Comparable automatic robot vision capabilities have not
yet been demonstrated. Progress has been made [1], [2], [3], [4], and [5].
The problem has been given the name of vision based simultaneous lo-
calization and mapping SLAM. An issue in making maps from features seen
in images is the lack of depth information in a single image [6]. Most of the
3 This work was supported by the Swedish defense agency FMV. This support is
gratefully acknowledged.
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SLAM methodologies estimate a maximum likelihood solution given the mo-
tion and feature measurements. This estimate typically assumes that the map
and robot pose can be described by Gaussian distributions. Features seen in a
single camera image correspond to real 3D objects. The probability distribu-
tion of such an object's location given the image has the shape of an innite
cone in Cartesian 3 space. This causes considerable diculty for SLAM meth-
ods that use xyz as the feature representation. This problem has been cleverly
solved [7] by utilizing a representation in terms of the bearing from the pose
of the camera at the rst observation and the inverse depth in that frame.
The 6 parameters of the camera pose for this frame also become part of the
parameterization. The result is a 9 parameter representation of the 3D point
whose distribution can be well approximated by a Gaussian.
Another issue in vision based SLAM is the extraction of pixel level features
from images [8], [9] and matching these with images of the same objects from
dierent vantage points. Scale Invariant Feature Transform, SIFT, features
have been use for SLAM [10], [11], [12], [13]. SIFT features have relatively
weak descriptors associated with them. These descriptors have the advantage
of invariance with respect to scale. They are also fairly similar for changes in
viewing angle up to about 15-20 degrees. The descriptors alone can not be
used to match features however and must be combined with other evidence
such as epipolar constraints or the relative locations of other matching points.
2 Graphical SLAM method
The Graphical SLAM method has been presented in [14] and [15]. We refer to
those papers for the mathematical details. The measurements over some time
interval from motion sensors give us a probability distribution over the robot
poses at the beginning and end of the interval. This is the probability of the
measurements given the state. The negative log of this is the energy contri-
bution of the dead reckoning over the interval. Thus the adjustments to the
state from a number of measurements can be made based on a minimization
principle on a graph of robot pose nodes.
The camera images give us addition information on the motion and addi-
tional states corresponding to features seen in the images. These additional
feature states become feature nodes in our graph. Their measurements create
energy terms relating them to the robot poses. So that the graph consists of
state nodes for the 6 dof robot poses at the times of the camera frames and
the feature nodes of the 3D points that gave rise to image features in those
frames. The connections between these state nodes is through energy nodes
that correspond to measurements. The main advantage of working with this
graph construction is that information can be gathered more exibly and the
linearization errors are greatly reduced. Having the pose states allows one to
add and remove measurements from the solution. One can change data asso-
ciations after testing how the energy would be changed. As a general principle













Fig. 1. The packbot robot is shown beside an illustration of a short graph segment.
one can say that it is easier to nd representations that t well to Gaussian
distributions by increasing the dimension of the state space. This is true for
the robot pose and, as we will see, for the feature part of the state as well.
The down side of increasing the dimensions is higher computation cost.
In fact the full graphical solution gets unmanageable very quickly. However
two escapes can be found. First the growth of the graph by adding more mea-
surements does not change the solution for states far removed from the added
measurements. That is unless the measurements include some new global con-
straints such as closing of a loop. So as long as the new measurements are not
matched to older features one can simply relax the end of the graph, a constant
time update. This leaves out the global localization problem completely. One
is concerned with local accuracy only and the global solution is not important.
The other escape is to marginalize out part of the state from mature sec-
tions of the graph. This will allow global matching with reasonable complexity
while maintaining local accuracy of the high dimensional representation. This
is done by forming what we call star nodes4. A star node is an energy node
that replaces a set of energy nodes with a linear approximation of their en-
ergies. One can then marginalize out the pose nodes that only connect to a
single star node. By doing this in a local frame one obtains invariance with
respect to large transformations of sections of the map.
One thus maintains the full state for the part of the graph connected to
currently observed features. Then for the older section one forms a star node
that marginalizes out a section of the robot path. The star node is allowed to
grow until it has eliminated a predetermined number of pose nodes or has a
maximum number of features. Then a new star node is begun.
3 The Feature Tracking
The SLAM algorithm is only one part of an implementation. The results
will also depend on the tracking/matching of features in the sequence of im-
4 Exactly sparse EIF methods are similarly leave in some poses in order to facilitate
the computations. These do not reduce linearization errors which star nodes do.
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age frames. Harris corners have an advantage over other image features in
that they have well dened pixel locations in the image. Those locations may















Fig. 2. On the left is the geometry of the constraint energy. Two bearings, b1 and
b2 and the transformation between the camera frames, Dx, is used to nd . The
energy of the constraint is 2=(2C), where C is the variance in . The two ranges r1
and r2 are calculated to minimize d. In the case of poorly dened ranges as when
the bearings are in the Dx direction we use a default distance of 5 m for r1. The
right is one example of poor SIFT matching between frames. Here the robot motion
between the images leads to signicant change in the images. The nature of the
scene is leading to similar SIFT descriptors for dierent parts of the image.
matching of the SIFT descriptors normally gives a good indication of pixel
level correspondences between frames. The diculty in this implementation
was that it took about 100 msec per image to extract the Harris corners and
calculate the SIFT descriptors for them. We would like to use a 10 Hz frame
rate as the images can change rapidly as the robot moves about. We can only
hope to achieve cpu utilizations of around 50-70% in the real time application.
Thus, SIFT descriptors can not be extracted from every frame.
The solution we chose was to do Harris/SIFT extraction on every 5th
frame. Then for the intervening frames we interpolate the SIFT matches on
each side using Lucas-Kanade tracking [16]. This tracking maximizes the cor-
relation to a templet of the pixels around our feature to achieve sub pixel
tracking accuracy. In this way we could reduce the utilization giving us a
margin for other computations.
Having tracked an image feature over 6 frames we apply the epipolar con-
straint to the motion in the image sequence. This we do in by utilizing our
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graph of pose nodes. We form temporary constraint energy nodes connecting
two poses. The energy of these constraint nodes is dened in gure 2. This
is then used to nd the constraint. One advantage of this denition of the
constraint energy is that the epipolar constraint can be applied for features
seen in the direction of the motion. Such features have no epipolar line but
the constraint energy still makes sense.
These constraints are one dimensional and three of them can specify the
rotation beween two frames given the translation. The scale of the the trans-
lation can not be found but the energy is a function of the translation direc-
tion as well. We can dierentiate the constraint energy with respect the pose
states. This will give us a gradient and hessian to relax the graph with. We
Fig. 3. Here the dark (red) and light (gray) lines show matches that were respec-
tively fully initialized Cartesian points or used with the inverse depth parameteri-
zation. The purple lines (arrows) show features that have been identied as 'bad'.
add such constraint nodes for all the new correspondences that we found by
SIFT matching and Lucas-Kanade tracking. Then we relax the pose states
attached to these constraint nodes. The resulting energy of each constraint
is then tested. If any are above some threshold we mark the image feature
as bad and remove all its energy nodes. Image features marked as bad will
be kept to be matched to again and any future image features that match to
bad features will not be used. This will eliminate some of the occlusion type
features, see gure 3.
Having tested the epipolar constraints we remove the temporary constraint
nodes. We can then form two dimensional constraints between each pose and
feature node. These are then stronger constraints than the epipolar one di-
mensional constraints between two pose nodes. They require forming 3D point
feature state nodes. We add energy nodes to the 3D point feature nodes. These
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energy nodes have an energy based on the innovation in the predicted pixel
locations in the images. We do this without any initialization delay by using
a special inverse depth representation as explained in the next section. We
accumulate the information on each feature in this way. If the standard devi-
ation in the estimated depth becomes less than 30% of the depth we initialize
a full Cartesian represented point feature.
Figure 3 shows some examples of the constraints used to improve the
odometry. In these example there were some initialized Cartesian points as
well as a some inverse depth type constraints. There were also features labled
as bad. These were image features that did not correspond to 3D points.
The benet of features to the motion estimate decreases rapidly after about
3 or 4 matches are found between frames. On the other hand, matching to
poor features or miss matching can cause the estimate to worsen. We therefore
only keep the best matches (those that have the lowest constraint energy) plus
any matches from any initialized Cartesian points. When features were scarce
in the images we relaxed our threshold to allow some matches.
4 The Feature Representation
We did not begin by implementing the inverse depth parameterized features.
Instead we began by implementing a conventional Cartesian coordinated rep-
resentation for the features. This meant that we had to wait to initialize the
point features until we had enough lateral motion to triangulate the feature
location into good Gaussian ellipsiods in the Cartesian feature space. For fea-
tures that did not resolve the depth suciently we simply left the epipolar
constraint nodes on the graph. These pairwise constraints between poses are
weaker than the constraints of forming a 3D feature but they do not require
any depth. The results were an improvement over dead-reckoning alone but
not nearly as good as that which we obtained by switching to the inverse
depth parameterization.
The idea of the inverse depth parameterization is to use the pose the
feature was rst seen from as part of its parameterization. Then one takes the
bearing angles or pixel locations in that frame as two other parameters. This
eliminates the problem of the ever widening cone of possible feature location
that a Cartesian xyz representation would have. By using the bearing angles
as parameters the covariance is a well dened ellipse in the bearing space.
For the ninth and last parameter of the features one chooses the inverse
of the depth of the feature. The reason for this is that the depth itself could
initially be anything from a few cm to innity. This range will be transformed
to a nite range for the inverse depth. The feature can then be initialized at
once without needing to accumulate information on it. The distribution in
this parameter space is well approximated by a Gaussian from the start.
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5 Experiments
The packbot robot can travel to inaccessible places, gure 1, up and down
stairs, and on its back. Sensors are GPS, an IMU, and encoders on its two
tracks. The GPS was not used. The encoders give reasonably good information
on distance traveled while the robot moves straight on level ground with good
traction. There is much error on turns. The IMU can reduce this but can not
correct all of the errors. The robot is equipped with two cameras, one a wide
angle camera and the other an IR camera. We used the IR camera.
We collected the images and telemetry data transmitted from the robot
on a laptop computer connected via the wireless Ethernet. The images were
320X240 grey-scale jpg format. The rst stage of the feature extraction was
an undistortion of the images using the openCV library.
Fig. 4. Here we show how the matched image features get mapped in 3D. The early
map is shown along with one of the early matches.
The rst path was a simple circle around a table. By marking the oor
we were able to return to exactly the same pose at the end of the test. This
gave us a data set to work with and the ground truth of returning to the same
pose. Note that global matching of the SIFT features was not done so the
program would not recognize the features from the end as being the same as
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those at the beginning. This global loop closing is future work. Our goal here
is to try and minimize the drift of the estimate, a sort of visual odometry.
Figure 4 shows how the map looks in 3D just after the rst few points
have been added. The results are shown in gure 5. As you can see there were
no major problems in this small test and the estimate is nearly prefect. In
table 1 we summarize the error correction around the loop. The second test
Fig. 5. Shown on the left is the dead-reckoning estimate of the robot path. The
corrected path and the map of point features (shown as squares) are to the right.
Test (1230 frames) x (m) y (m) z (m)  (rads)  (rads)  (rads)
True  < (1cm; :01rad) 0.000 0.000 0.085 -1.4300 0.0000 0.0000
Dead-reckoning 0.104 -0.148 0.085 -1.3088 -0.0012 -0.0012
Inverse Depth Features 0.042 0.001 0.087 -1.4531 -0.0006 -0.0008
Table 1. This shows the estimated ending pose for the robot around the small loop.
117 entries were made in the global database, (initialized Cartesian points).
was a much longer path which lead out into the corridor and into two other
rooms before returning to the exact starting location. The results are shown
in gure 6. Here you see that the tuning of the lter had a signicant impact
on the results. A perfect loop closing without any global matching being done
was not possible although we were able to get close on some occasions. The
problem here as compared to the rst case was not so much the length of the
path but rather the variety of environments encountered. In some parts of the
path there were simple no features found in the images. Not all occlusion type
features could be ltered out of the data by the epipolar constraints.
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Fig. 6. Left we show the dead-reckoning. Center we show the best corrected path
we were able to obtain using the image data. This map was the result of excessive
parameter tuning but represents the ideal result we would like to get more robustly.
On the bottom right we have a more typical good result of the corrected path that
one obtains from using the image data, showing the features as well. Generally, one
always gets some improvement regardless of the tuning but the amount varies from
a little better to very good. The map on the right has been rotated 5 degrees about
the start position in order to line the average path up with the building. better.
These maps had about 650 fully initialized Cartesian features and 8,600 frames.
6 Conclusion
Despite some unavoidable short comings we saw a consistent improvement
over dead-reckoning. With many good features the results were consistantly
good. This should give us a good base on which to build global matching
and constraints on. The SIFT descriptors are after all designed specically for
global matching and should facilitate the next phase of this research.
The results indicated clearly that the inverse depth parameterization does
solve the problem of initialization features seen in a single camera frame.
This allowed us to replace one-dimensional epi-polar with two dimensional
constraints. That in turn lead to better visual odometry estimates.
The use of Harris corners in combination with SIFT descriptors gave mixed
results. We would like to have better criteria for selecting features in the
images that would give features that were not only salient in the images but
also gave bearings to true well dened 3D points. Our tracking method based
on the constraint energy nodes eliminated most of the bad image features.
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The fundamental problem we encountered was that of lack of any features at
all in many of the images.
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